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Summary. In this paper, we develop a model for estimating flight departure delay distributions. Such
distributions are required by air traffic congestion prediction models. We identify and study major
factors influencing flight departure delays, and develop a strategic departure delay prediction model.
This model employs nonparametric methods for daily and seasonal trends. In addition, the model uses
a mixture distribution to estimate the residual error. In order to overcome problems with local optima
in the mixture distribution, we develop a global optimization version of the Expectation Maximization
algorithm borrowing ideas from Genetic Algorithms. The model demonstrates reasonable goodness
of fit and robustness. We use flight data from Denver International Airport in the year 2000 for a case
study.
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1.

Introduction

The U.S . National Airsp ace S ystem (NAS ) is inherently highly stochastic. Y et,
many d ecision su p p ort tools for air traffic flow management tak e a d eterministic
ap p roach to p rob lem solving. F or examp le, to p red ict w hen an airsp ace sector w ill
b ecome overload ed , the F ed eral Aviation Ad ministration (F AA) emp loys a mod u le
called Mon itor A lert. This tool p red icts airsp ace traffic levels b y p rojecting, for each
p lanned flight, time/sp ace ep ochs throu gh the airsp ace b ased on a single flight p lan
(rou te) and a single estimated d ep artu re time. The estimated d ep artu re time u sed
†Corre sponding author: W olfgang Jank , De partm e nt of De cision and Inform ation T e chnologie s, Rob e rt
H . Sm ith School of Busine ss, Colle ge P ark , M D 20742-1815 (Em ail: w jank @ rhsm ith.um d.e du).
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is typically the flight’s scheduled departure time. This deterministic approach fails
to capture three significant stochastic factors: i) uncertainty in a flight’s departure
time (including the possibility of flight cancellation), ii) changes in a flight’s route
immediately before takeoff or after the flight is airborne and iii) airspace queueing effects. O n-going research and development activities are seeking to develop
stochastic models to replace this deterministic system, see e.g. Chandran (2002).
This paper represents a component of that research that is addressing factor i).
That is, in this paper, we describe a model for estimating flight departure delay
distributions. W e emphasiz e that a major objective is to produce not just point
estimates but estimates of the entire distribution since the congestion estimation
models envisioned require delay distribution functions. It is perhaps unnecessary
to emphasiz e the potential benefits of reducing airspace congestion and delays. As
an example, delays directly attributed to air traffic control actions are estimated to
cost airlines 2.9 billion dollars in 1998 in addition to the cost of delays borne by
passengers (ATA, 1999).
The B ureau of Transportation Statistics (B TS) releases summary statistics and
basic analysis on airline performance each month. Most of its delay analysis focuses on arrival delays rather than the departure delays since arrival delays are
more closely related to ultimate passenger satisfaction. O n the other hand, when
trying to understand the source of arrival delays and airspace congestion in general,
study of departure delays becomes quite relevant. W e should also note that the
B TS analysis and most prior studies of airspace delays typically only provide average delay statistics and do not focus on estimates of distribution functions. SimAir,
a modular airline simulation tool developed in the year 2000, is based on the raw
historical aggregate distribution (R osenberger et al., 2000). Although the raw historical distribution is a simple way to capture departure delays, it can potentially
be too sensitive to specific random variations in the data set on which it is based. In
our analysis, we try to characteriz e the underlying mechanisms behind the delays,
then model and regenerate the delays by using functional characteriz ations.
The specific delay value of importance as input to advanced air traffic prediction
models is the push-back delay, which measures the discrepancy between the scheduled departure time and the actual departure time from the gate (push-back time).
O ther delays, such as taxi-out delay, delay in the air, taxi-in delay, and arrival delay, are all generated after the flight leaves the gate. There is a body of related,
prior research that uses models to estimate departure delays or employs departure
delay estimates within broader models. These models typically address problems
involving airport surface congestion. For example, O doni et al. (1994) developed a
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non-homogeneous queueing model to analyze congested airports. Shumsky (1997)
extended this model and estimated take-off times under non-steady state conditions.
Idris et al. (2002) developed a queueing model for taxi-out time estimation. The
results of our work could potentially be used as inputs into these models. A key
component of our model is the estimation of the delay propagation effect. Delay
built-up from previous flights is known as the delay propagation and its effects on
delays have been studied in several prior papers (see for example, Beatty (1998),
Schaefer and Millner (2001) and Wang et al. (2003)). Our work provides a functional
characterization of this effect at a single airport and uses the underlying function
as input into the departure delay estimates.
In addition to the daily propagation effect, many other factors influence departure
delay, such as weather conditions, holiday demand surges, luggage problems, mechanical problems, airline policies, airport congestion, etc. Instead of studying the
impact of each factor alone, we group factors into three major categories: seasonal
trend, daily propagation pattern and random residues. Then we build our delay
estimation model based upon these categories. To estimate the seasonal trend and
the daily propagation pattern, we employ a smoothing spline model. Its nonparametric nature eliminates the need for assuming a rigid form for the dependence of
the response on the predictors (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). In our analysis, we did
not have prior knowledge of the form of the seasonal trend or the daily propagation
pattern. In addition, by using a smoothing spline, we can treat time as a continuous
factor, which is clearly appropriate since the delay at the end of one month will not
vary significantly from the delay at the beginning of the next month; there is a similar
smooth fluctuation in delay over the course of a day making the smoothing spline an
advantageous approach for addressing the daily propagation effect. Finally, we assume a mixture model for the residuals and estimate the mixture-components using
the EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm. The EM algorithm is known for its
fast convergence, stability and convenience in mixture density estimation (Bilmes,
1998). However, the EM algorithm typically results only in a local optimum instead
of finding the global optimal value.
In an effort to find the global optimum, we develop a global version of EM
by combining EM with the ideas of a Genetic Algorithm (GA). GAs were first
introduced by Holland (1975) based on the principles of natural selection or “survival
of the fittest”, the evolution of species . The GA approach has been applied to many
areas including marketing, biology, engineering, etc. In this paper, we apply GA to
the maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distributions to overcome the local
maximum problems associated with the traditional EM algorithm.
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For this case study, we select Denver International Airport, which is a hub for
United Airlines (UA). Our model shows promising results in estimating the delay
distributions and predicting the departure delay probabilities. Although the case
study is for Denver International Airport and UA only, our model can be readily
generalized to other airports or other airlines as well.
Section 2 describes the application that motivates our work. Section 3 introduces
the model structure and assumptions. Section 4 proposes a Genetic Algorithm
version of the EM algorithm. In Section 5, we present the case study, the data and
computational results. Section 6 summarizes our findings and points out areas for
further research.
2.

Application

In order to manage air traffic flows within the U.S., the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has contracted with the Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center to operate the enhanced traffic management system (ETMS). Airspace sectors are three-dimensional volumes of airspace managed by a single team of controllers. Safety concerns dictate that controller workload should be kept within
certain bounds and so limits are placed on the number of aircraft that can simultaneously occupy a sector. The Monitor Alert function within ETMS provides
predictions when such overloads will occur (VNTSC, 2003). The goal of our work
is to replace the current deterministic model for providing such predictions with a
stochastic one.
We now provide a slightly simplified version of how Monitor Alert operates and
then describe our approach to enhance it. We start by defining a set of variables
defining future states, which we initially assume are deterministic. L ater we will
relax this assumption, by treating them as random variables.
F =
N (w, t) =
Ii (w, t) =

set of flights under consideration
the number of flights occupying sector w at time t
1 if flight i occupies sector w at time t
0 otherwise

ETMS continuously updates estimates of N (w, t). The monitor alert function
then compares these with sector capacities so as to determine if an alert is necessary.
Since N (w, t) =

P

i∈F

Ii (w, t), the process of computing N (w, t) can be reduced to

computing Ii (w, t) for each flight i. ETMS maintains a prediction of the flight plan
for each flight. Given an estimate of flight i’s departure time, tide p , the flight plan
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provides a deterministic prediction of the times at which the flight will pass through
a series of airspace locations along its planned route. Specifically, it predicts the time
at which the flight will pass over sector boundaries, and thus determines Ii (w, t).
Let τ denote the present time and tis c h the scheduled departure time of flight i, then
ETMS and monitor alert operate as follows: if τ ≤ tis c h , tidep is set equal to tis c h and
if the flight has not departed but τ > tis c h , tidep is set equal to τ . Once the flight
has departed, its airspace position and flight plan are dynamically updated based
on current information.
sec to r w

depart

en ter

tid ep

tid ep

+

ti,w
in

exit
t

tid ep

i,w
i,w
+ tin
+ tpass

i,w
i
i,w
If t − ti,w
in − tpass ≤ td ep ≤ t − tin th en Ii (w , t) = 1

Fig. 1. A Typical Flight Path Through Sector w

There are many stochastic elements to this problem—our goal here is to address
one of them, namely the possible variation in the flight’s departure time. Specifically,
for the case where τ ≤ tis c h , we treat tidep as a random variable, which implies that
Ii (w, t) and N (w, t) are also random variables. Then, in the above procedure we
can use E[N (w, t)] =

P

i∈F

E[Ii (w, t)]. We note that generally flights have three

states: on ground when τ ≤ tis c h , on ground when τ > tis c h , and airborne. Our
modifications only apply to flights in the first category. For these flights, since
E[Ii (w, t)] = P r [Ii (w, t) = 1], we need to consider the problem of computing the
probability a flight is in a sector at a given time. Now, let ti,w
in be the time required
for flight i to reach the sector boundary of w under the current flight plan estimate
i,w
and tpas
s be the time required for fight i to pass through sector w under the current

flight plan (see Figure 1). Then,
i,w
i,w
i
P r [Ii (w, t) = 1] = P r (t − ti,w
in − tpas s ≤ tdep ≤ t − tin )

In this paper, we provide methods for estimating the departure time tidep , which
allows computation of the probability given above. Specifically, we model the departure delay distribution, which measures the discrepancy between the actual departure time and the scheduled departure time.
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The Model Structure

Our model takes into account two types of delay structures: the seasonal trend
and the daily propagation pattern. The delay follows the daily propagation pattern
every day and at the same time it follows the seasonal trend throughout the year.
Random residuals capture the additional variation not accounted for by these two
structures (see Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Factors Influencing Departure Delay

Instead of attempting to enumerate all the possible factors on the left hand side in
Figure 2, we use the structures on the right hand side to model the delay. Therefore,
the departure delay for each individual flight may be split into three parts: the main
effect of seasonal trend, the main effect of the daily delay propagation and random
errors.
The model formulation is as follows: Let ysti be the departure delay for the flight
i, on day s at scheduled departure time t. Let f (s) be the seasonal trend, ϕ(t) be
the daily delay pattern, and ²i denote the random error. We propose an additive
model of the form
ysti = f (s) + ϕ(t) + ²i

(1)

where the seasonal trend is a function of day s and the daily delay pattern is function
of time t. We assume that the random error is independent of day s and time t.
Note that in this model we assume the effects of seasonal trend and the daily
propagation pattern are additive. This model also assumes that the seasonal trend
and the daily propagation pattern are independent from each other and that the
random errors only have an additive effect on the delays. That is, without the
seasonal trend, each day does not have an impact on the other; without either the
seasonal trend or the propagation pattern, the residuals distribute as iid (identical
independently distributed).
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Seasonal Trend

We model the seasonal trend using a smoothing spline. This method allows us to
trace the seasonal trend without having to assume a rigid form for the dependence
of the response on the predictors. It also provides a good fit to the data without
exhibiting excessive local variability (Green and Silverman, 1994).
Let πv be a set of knots chosen from the observed time series of data, then a
polynomial spline of order d is given by
f (s) = β0 + β1 s + β2 s2 + · · · + βd sd +

V
X

βdv (s − πv )d+

(2)

v=1

where a+ = aI[a≥0] denotes the positive part of the function a. Let β= (β0 , ...βd ,
βd1 , ..., βdv )T be the vector of coefficients in (2). The choice of V and d strongly
influence the local variability of the function f . One can measure the degree of
departure from a straight line by defining a roughness penalty
P ENm =

Z

(Dm f (s))2 ds

(3)

H

where Dm , m = 1, 2, ..., denotes the mth derivative of the function f . Using m = 2
and d = 3 leads to the commonly known cubic smoothing spline. We find f (s) by
minimizing the penalized residual sum of squares:
365
X

2

(x̄s − f (s)) + λs

s=1

where [1, 365] ⊆ H ⊆ <

Z

(f 0 0 (s))2 ds

(4)

H

and λs is the smoothing parameter. x̄s denotes the average

daily delay and is calculated by
x̄s =

P P
t

P

xsti
t nst
i

s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 365.

(5)

where xsti denote the observed departure delay for flight i, on day s at time t; nst
denotes the number of flights on day s at time t.
The parameter λs controls the smoothness of the spline. Large values of λs
produce smoother curves while smaller values produce more wiggly curves. In our
study, we balance data-fit and smoothness by choosing an equilibrium value of λs
(see Section 5.4). As to the number of knots V , we set knots at the unique values
of x̄s .
3.2.

Daily Propagation Pattern

Since the airline operating resources are linked together, delaying one flight can affect other flights. Among the inter-connected resources affected by delayed flight
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operations are crews, aircrafts, passengers, and gate spaces. Because of this connectivity, airline departures are quite sensitive to delays earlier in the day—the delay
of one flight tends to propagate in time to many others.
The same smoothing technique is employed to model the daily propagation pattern. We define the daily propagation function ϕ(t) to be the one that minimizes
the penalized residual sum of squares:
24:00
X

(x̄t − ϕ(t))2 + λt

t=00:00

Z

(ϕ00 (t))2 dt

(6)

P

where [00 : 00, 24 : 00] ⊆ P ⊆ <, and λt is the roughness penalty for the daily delay
propagation pattern. The daily delay propagation function is calculated from the
deseasonalized data and x̄t denotes the average departure delay during time interval
0

T . Let xsti denote the delays after the seasonal trend is removed,
xsti = xsti − fˆ(s)
0

∀s, t, i

(7)

x̄t can be obtained by
x̄t =

Pt+T P365 P

0

i xsti
s=1
Pt+T P365
s=1 nst
t
t

t = 00 : 00, T, 2T, . . . , 24 : 00.

(8)

We choose λt and V in a similar manner as before.
3.3.

Finite Mixture Distribution for Residuals

The residuals are defined as the errors without either the seasonal trend or the daily
propagation patterns. These residuals originate from many random factors such as,
a customer running late, mechanical problems, etc. To capture the residual delay
distribution, we apply a finite mixture model. Some of the underlying mechanisms
suggest the use of a mixture model: some flights depart earlier than the scheduled
departure time; many flights depart around the scheduled time and some fights have
long delays.
We model the density distribution g of these residuals as a function of J-components
mixture in <d . The random residuals ²i are calculated by removing the daily propagation pattern and the seasonal trend from the original data,
²i = xsti − fˆ(s) − ϕ̂(t)

(9)

The mixture density of the ith point (i = 1, ..., n) can be written as
g(²i |θ) =

J
X

j=1

pj ψj (²i |αj )

(10)
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PJ

j=1

9

pj = 1) is the mixing proportion and ψj (²|αj ) is a density

function depending on parameter α.
The vector parameter to be estimated is θ = (p1 , ..., pJ , α1 , ..., αJ ). In this paper,
we assume normal group-conditional densities for which we write
ψj (²i |αj ) = ψj (²i |µj , Σj ), αj = (µj , Σj )

(11)

where µ denotes the mean and Σ denotes the covariance matrix. The log-likelihood
is given by
logL(θ|²) =

n
X
i=1


J
X

log 

j=1




pj ψj (²i |αj ) .

(12)

One can maximize this log-likelihood by assuming that some of the information
is not observed. Specifically, we assume that the residual ²i arise from one of the J
groups. Let z = (z1 , ..., zn ) be the corresponding J-dimensional group indicator vectors, which is unobserved (or missing). Let us add the observed data ² = (²1 , ..., ²n )
and form the complete data, then we have ω = (², z). The log-likelihood of θ can
be written as
logLc (θ|ω) =

J
n X
X

zij {logpj + logψj (²i |αj )}

(13)

i=1 j=1

The root of this likelihood function generally ends up with a local maximum in
the interior of the parameter space (McLachlan and P eel, 2000). In the following
section, we discuss how we use a variant of the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm to approximate the global maximum of the likelihood function.
4.

A Genetic Algorithm Version of the EM Algorithm

The traditional Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is a very popular tool
for maximizing an objective function (Dempster et al., 1977). This popularity stems
from its simple implementation and guaranteed monotonic increase of the likelihood
during optimization. However, one known limitation is its local nature: it can be
easily trapped in a local maximum of the likelihood function (Boyles, 1983). In this
paper, we propose a new version of the EM algorithm by employing the Genetic
Algorithm for the search of a global optimum.
The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure with two steps: E-step and M-step.
The E-step computes the expectation of the complete data log likelihood, conditional
on the observed data (flight departure delays) and the current parameter values.
Q(θ|θ(k−1) ) = E[logLc (θ|ω)|²; θ(k−1) ]
where k denotes the kth iteration.

(14)
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This conditional expectation can be simplified using Equation (13)
Q(θ|θ(k−1) ) =

J
n X
X

(k−1)

ηij

{logpj + logψj (²i |αj )}

(15)

i=1 j=1

(k−1)

where ηij

= E(zij |²i ; θ(k−1) ) is the posterior probability that ²i belongs to the jth

component in the mixture.
The M-step updates the corresponding parameter estimates. In the kth iteration,
EM finds the value θk which satisfies
Q(θk |θ(k−1) ) ≥ Q(θ|θ(k−1) )

(16)

for all θ in the parameter space.
Since we assume normal mixture distributions in Equation (11), we have a closed
form for the EM algorithm (McLachlan and Peel, 2000):
• E-step : For i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., J compute
pk ψ(²i |µk , Σk )
ηij (θk ) = PJ j k j k j k
j=1 pj ψ(²i |µj , Σj )

(17)

• M-step : Set θk+1 = (p1k+1 , ..., pJk+1 , µ1k+1 , ..., µJk+1 , Σ1k+1 , ..., ΣJk+1 ) with

pjk+1 =
µjk+1
Σjk+1

n
1X
ηij (θk )
n i=1

(18)

Pn

(19)

ηij (θk )²i
k
i=1 ηij (θ )
Pn
k+1
k
)(²i − µjk+1 )T
i=1 ηij (θ )(²i − µj
.
=
Pn
k
i=1 ηij (θ )

=

i=1

Pn

(20)

This iterative method produces the local optimal value for θ = (p1 , ..., pJ , α1 , ..., αJ ),
from which we construct the mixture density distribution g.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been applied to many areas including marketing,
biology, engineering, etc., for finding a global optimum (Goldberg, 1989). It was
first proposed by Holland (1975). The basis for this algorithm comes from the
observation that a combination of sexual reproduction and natural selection allows
nature to develop living species that are highly adapted to the natural environment.
An implementation of the a Genetic Algorithm begins with a population of chromosomes. One then evaluates these structures and allocates reproductive opportunities in such a way that those chromosomes, which represent good solutions to the
target problem, are given a chance to produce their offspring. It is expected that
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some members of this new population who acquire the best characteristics of both
parents can better adapt to the environmental conditions, providing an improved
solution to the problem.
In this study, we represent each parameter in (p1 , ..., pJ , α1 , ..., αJ ) as one gene.
Therefore the vector θ = (p1 , ..., pJ , α1 , ..., αJ ) is a string of parameters just as a
chromosome consists of a string of genes. The fitness function is our target function
that evaluates the maximum likelihood value in the EM algorithm. This GA process
can be visualized as follows:
Step1

Randomly generate a initial population of l chromosomes, which serves

as the pool of parents. Initial Pool = {θ10 , ....θl0 }.
Step2

Evaluation: Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome by calculating

logL(θ|²) in Equation (12) using θ as the starting value in the EM algorithm. Record
the corresponding maximum likelihood value MLK = {M LK1 , ....M LKl }
Step3

Crossover: Randomly choose a pair of parents from the initial pool,

exchange the genes between two strings (parents) at random positions to generate
a pair of children. Specifically, crossover pj or αj between two parents randomly.
Repeat this step until we get l children. Children Pool = {θ1c , ....θlc }.
Step4

Mutation: Specify a fixed, very small probability of mutation pm in

advance. A random number between 0 and 1 is generated; if it falls within the pm
range, the new child organism’s chromosome is randomly mutated, which means pj
or αj could be randomly changed.
Step5

Update: Go to Step 2, record the fitness of all parents as M LK 0 =

{M LK10 , ....M LKl0 }. Record the fitness of children as M LK c = {M LK1c , ...., M LKlc }.
Choose the best l chromosomes from all parents and children to remain in the gene
pool. Update MLK from {M LK 0 ∪ M LK c }; update the gene pool correspondingly.
Step6

Repeat Step 2-4 until the N th generation is produced.

Please note that

PJ

j=1

pj = 1, so we only need to calculate (J − 1) probabilities in

this algorithm. The Genetic Algorithm approach has the benefit of seeking a global
optimum: by crossover, it conducts a search from a population of points rather than
a single point; by mutation, it creates random small deviations, thus exploring the
nearby areas. The average degree of fitness generally increases by this procedure for
the later generations, since only the best organisms from the previous generation are
selected for breeding. GAs are very useful in problem domains that have a complex
fitness landscape since this recombination procedure is designed to move the search
away from a local optimal value where a traditional hill climbing algorithm might
stall.
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5.

Case Study

We select Denver International Airport and United Airlines with data from the year
2000 for our case study, but other airports and airlines also fit into our modeling
framework.
5.1.

Data

The data used in this paper is based on Airline Service Q uality Performance (ASQ P)
data, which are collected by DOT (US Department of Transportation) under authority of 14 Code Federal Regulations (CFR). Any airline with more than 1 percent
of total domestic enplanements is required to report performance data to DOT.
In the Year 2000, 10 carriers met the reporting requirement threshold. Among
them, American, Northwest, United, and US Airways use ACARS (Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System) exclusively; Continental, Delta, and
Trans World Airlines used a combination of ACARS and manual reporting systems;
and America West, Southwest, and Alaska Airlines relied solely on their pilots, gate
agents and/or ground crews to record arrival times manually (FAA, 2002).
We chose the Year 2000 to avoid the September 11th attacks and their consequential impacts on airline performance.
To validate our model, we set 70% of the total data as the training set and
the rest 30% as the holdout set. All parameter estimates were calculated from the
training set. The prediction outputs and robustness tests were computed based on
the holdout data set.
5.2.

Calculating the Delay

The delay in this study is the pushback delay which measures the difference between the actual departure time (LVETIME) and the OAG scheduled departure
time (OAG DEP). The ASQ P database does not contain the pushback delay field.
So we calculate the delay using the following algorithm: DELAY = LV ET IM E −
O AG DEP . However there are two special situations that merit discussion:
First, a flight may be originally scheduled to depart late at night, but the actual
departure time is pushed to early in the morning of the next day. For example, on
January 23, 2000, United Airlines (UA) had a flight from Denver (DEN) to SeattleTacoma International Airport (SEA). The scheduled departure time was 20:00 in
the evening, but the actual departure time turned out to be 00:18 in the morning
next day. The simple algorithm shows that this flight took off 19 hours earlier than
its scheduled time when actually it is a delayed flight. To address such instances, we
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Table 1. Summary Statistics of the Actual Delay
Min

1st Q uartile

Median

Mean

3rd Q uartile

Max

Std.

18.00

-1.00

3.00

18.16

20.00

802.00

37.16

add the following conditions to our delay calculation algorithm: If DELAY < −200
minutes, then DELAY = LV ET IM E − OAG DEP + 24 ∗ 60. We assume that
usually a flight will not take off 3 hours earlier than the scheduled time (The dataset
did not specify whether the actually departure date is the same as the scheduled
departure date).
Second, there is a chance that a flight that is scheduled to depart very early in
the morning actually departs very late at night the preceding day. Although this
situation never happened in the Denver-UA case study, we still build this situation
into our delay calculation algorithm as it may happen in other cases: if DELAY >
(23 ∗ 60) minutes, then DELAY = LV ET IM E − OAG DEP − 24 ∗ 60, since these
flights are probably early flights instead of being delayed for more than 23 hours.
5.3.

Data Preparation

In the Year 2000, based on the ASQP database information, 92,865 UA flights
departed from Denver in total, which is about 254 flights a day on average, excluding
some of the missing data (both OAG DEP and OAG ARR are 0000). The general
descriptive statistics for delay (in minutes) are shown in Table 1.
By plotting average daily delay throughout the whole year, we readily identify
100

March 20th as an outlier.
Outlier

60
40
0

20

Delay Minutes

80

X

0

100

200

300

Day

Fig. 3. Average Daily Delay in Year 2000

The average delay on that day is significantly larger than that of other days. The
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following excerpt from the NCAR (the National Center for Atmospheric Research)
News Release explains what happened on that day:
Cancellations and delays du e to icy w eather can cost airlines millions
of dollars in a single day. On March 20, 2000, icing conditions at D enver
International Airport forced Air W isconsin to cancel 152 flights. U nited
canceled 159 ou tbou nd and 140 inbou nd flights the same day, most becau se
of w eather (N CAR, 2002).
March 20th was a special case with extreme icing condition. Politovich et al.
(2002), in their paper describe the results of a survey sent out to pilots that flew in
and out of Denver. One of the question was “Was March 20th an extremely unusual
event for DEN? ”, 23 out of 26 pilots answered Y es.
Therefore we exclude March 20th in our study since regular seasonal patterns
and daily propagation patterns may not apply on that particular day.
5.4.

Estimating the Seasonal Trend

Please note that Year 2000 has 366 days. Since we exclude March 20th, there are
only 365 days remaining in the dataset. A smoothing spline that represents the
seasonal trend is extracted from the 365 daily delay means. Figure 4(a) shows this
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Fig. 4. Estimating the Seasonal Trend: (a) A fitted smoothing spline that represents the seasonal trend; (b )
The compromise between the goodness of fit and fluctuation in curve estimation.

The y-axis gives the average delay in minutes and the x-axis shows all days in
Year 2000. The delays are high in summer and winter while low in spring and fall,
which suggests a clear seasonal trend. The solid line is the cubic smoothing spline
fˆ(s), for the seasonal trend. This spline is calculated with λs = 1.03.
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We choose λs in the followin g way. W e wan t f (s) to show a reason ab le d ata fit
an d n ot to d isp lay too mu ch rap id flu ctu ation . T o achieve b oth goals, we calcu late
the mean squ are error (MS E) b etween the fitted sp lin e an d a simp le regression to
measu re the amou n t of flu ctu ation ; we also calcu late the MS E b etween the sp lin e an d
all d ata p oin ts to measu re the good n ess of fit. Figu re 4(b ) shows u s the comp romise
b etween the good n ess of fit an d the flu ctu ation .
MS E1 measu res flu ctu ation , which is the d ifferen ce b etween the fitted sp lin e
an d a simp le lin ear regression ; MS E2 measu res the d ata fit, which is the d ifferen ce
b etween the fitted sp lin e an d all origin al d ata p oin ts. As λs varies from small to
large, MS E1 d ecreases an d MS E2 in creases. T he su m of MS E1 an d MS E2 is a
con stan t which equ als to the d ifferen ce b etween the simp le regression an d the all
d ata p oin ts. Figu re 4(b ) shows that a good fit of the d ata an d less flu ctu ation are
two con flictin g aims in the cu rve fittin g. W e have to comp romise b etween these two
aims when choosin g a valu e. W hen λs = 1.03, these two cu rves meet an d we u se
this p oin t in ou r an alysis. W e also exp lore a ran ge of altern ative valu es for λs an d
test the rob u stn ess of ou r resu lts in S ection 5.7.
5.5.

Estimating the Daily Propagation Pattern

After the season al tren d is removed , we u se the same techn iqu es in estimatin g the
the d aily p rop agation p attern . Figu re 5 p resen ts a fitted smoothin g sp lin e ϕ̂(t) an d
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Fig. 5. Estimating the Daily Propagation Pattern: (a) A fitted smoothing spline that represents the daily
propagation pattern; (b ) The compromise between the goodness of fit and fluctuation in curve estimation.

In Figu re 5(a) the x axis is the sched u led d ep artu re time (from 00:00 to 24:00
calcu lated in min u tes), an d y axis is the d elay in min u tes. Each p oin t rep resen ts x̄t
at time t. Please n ote that n o flight was sched u led to d ep art b efore 6:00 an d after
24:00 in Y ear 2000. S o the x axis d oes n ot cover all the d omain of [00:00, 24:00]. W e
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can see that the average delay gradually builds up as time goes by and decreases
when it is deep into the night. The solid line represents ϕ̂(t) the estimated daily
propagation pattern. The roughness penalty λt is set at 0.44 where MSE1 (measure
of fluctuation) and MSE2 (measure of the goodness of fit) meet. See Figure 5(b).
Figure 6 illustrates an interesting pattern in our data. We observed a very distinctive curve when plotting the average delay against the actu al departure time:
during the day, the delay follows a certain kind of pattern—it increases sharply
within a certain time interval and then drops; this up-and-down impulse keeps repeating itself over and over again. O ne may notice that the delay is extremely high
in the very early morning. Please note that the x-axis of this plot is the actu al
departure time. Since no flight is scheduled to depart in the very early morning, a
flight that actually departs at that time indicates that the flight has been delayed
for a long time. When random sampling 30% of the total data, we notice that this
pattern stays more or less the same (Figure 6(b)). This suggests that the pattern
does not depend on a few extreme values.
Airline scheduling and National Air Space (NAS) queueing effects may contribute
to this pattern. When many flights are scheduled to depart in a very short time
interval, limitations on the airport departure rate results in long queues. There are
several spikes above 1,500 in Figure 6(c), suggesting that more than 1,500 flights
were scheduled to depart during those 2-minute intervals aggregated over Year 2000.
However, less than 800 flights were actually able to depart during those intervals,
explaining the peak reduction effect shown in the actual departure numbers in Figure
6(d).
The queueing effects and “flight banks” in scheduling are well known among
airline studies. However, it is surprising to see this well shaped pattern exists when
we aggregate the days throughout the year. Usually one might expect the queueing
delays on different days to cancel each other, since different days may have different
propagation patterns.
This interesting pattern also sheds light on how to choose the roughness penalty
when estimating the daily propagation pattern. A smaller penalty value may be
more desirable because it captures the similar but more muted peaking phenomenon
that exists in the delay v.s. scheduled departure time plot (Figure 5).
A final note in this section: the Daily Propagation Pattern is not really daily.
This pattern actually occurs across two consecutive days. The break point is in the
early morning around 5:00 am or 6:00 am, when the airport finally consumes all
delays and no flight departs anymore. However, if we carefully choose the definition
of day, for example, from 6:00 am till 5:59 am of the next day, then it is fairly
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Fig. 6. Pattern in Delays vs Actual Departure Times: (a) Plotting x̄t using actual departure time (b) Plotting
graph (a) after random sampling 30% of the data (c) Number of flights scheduled to depart during every
2-minute interval aggregated throughout Year 2000 (d ) Number of fl ights that actually departed during every
2-minute interval aggregated throughout Year 2000

reasonable to name this pattern the Daily Propagation Pattern.

5.6.

Density Estimation for the Random Residuals Using a Genetic Algorithm

After both the seasonal trend and the daily propagation pattern are removed, we
use the Expectation Maximiz ation (EM) algorithm to find the distribution of the
residuals. Since the EM algorithm usually ends up with a local optimal value, we
incorporate a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in search of a global optimal value.
We specified 100 parents and 100 generations in our experiment. R andom starting values were generated to form the pool of parents/chromosomes. The chance
of mutation were controlled at a very low level by setting pm = 1/(number of
parameters+ 1) (Willighagen, 2005). This iterative procedure shows satisfying results in Figure 7: the best value and the overall fitness of all parents improve as the
generation evolves; the convergence rate is reasonably fast since both curves decline
quickly. The roughness of the upper curve comes from the mutation which allows
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Table 2. Values of the Parameters in Mixture Density Fitting
Solution

p1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4

µ1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4

σ12 , σ22 , σ32 , σ42

0.37,0.40,0.15,0.08

-17.15,-7.31,19.57,69.13

88.20,89.33,1007.73,3926.00

Table 3. Quantile-Quantile Table in Mixture Density Fitting
P e rce ntile

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

O riginal re siduals

-24.86

-19.52

-15.72

-12.32

-8.98

-5.35

-0.75

7.99

35.17

Fitte d re siduals

-25.10

-19.84

-15.90

-12.44

-9.05

-5.33

-0.68

7.26

37.58

the algorithm to avoid local optimal values by preventing the chromosomes from
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Fig. 7. Finding the Global Maximum via Genetic Algorithm

Table 2 shows the optimal parameter values. A fitted residual distribution is
plotted in Figure 8 using the set of optimal parameters. The original residual distributions is shown on the left. One may notice some negative values on the left
side of the distributions. This happens because we removed the seasonal trend and
the daily propagation pattern. In other words, the negative values mean that these
flights have less delays compared with the seasonal average and the daily average
values.
We obtain four normal distributions in the mixture to approximate the original
residual distribution, which means J=4. As one can see in Figure 8(b), two normal
distributions are mixed together to form the high spike: one is slightly to the left
to cover more negative values, while the other has a higher peak to help shape
the skewness. The third normal distribution captures some medium delays and the
fourth one accounts for the very large delays.
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Fig. 8. Fitting the Residuals: (a) Density distribution of the original residuals (b) The fitted distribution with
its four components

The original distributions and the fitted distributions share a similar shape—a
skewed distribution with a high spike in the middle, a short left tail and a long
right tail. Our fitting is reasonably close by looking at the distribution shapes and
comparing the Q uantile-Q uantile values (Table 3). 8 out of the 9 pairs of quantiles
closely follow each other and the difference is less than 1 minute.
5.7.

Model Validation and Robustness

We employ a cross validation method in our study, which means parameters are
calculated from the training set (70% of total data), and the validation is carried
out in the holdout set (30% of total data). In many applications, practitioners
are interested in knowing whether the delay will fall within a certain range or the
probability of a large delay. Therefore we calculate the 80% confidence interval (C I),
90% C I and also the probability that the delay is larger than 120 minutes to test our
model. We compare the difference between the results derived from our model and
results calculated from the validation data. A smaller difference indicates a better
model. Table 4 lists the model performance with different choices of smoothing
penalties.
In Table 4, one may find two bold numbers in the fourth row, which are the
equilibrium smoothing penalties in the manner described in previous sections (λt =
1.03 and λs = 0.44). When we derive a 80% C I from our model and apply in the
validation set, we find 81.35% of the validation data fall into this interval. Then we
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Table 4. Model Robustness With Different Smoothing Penalties: Parameter Sensitivity
Test
λs

λt

80%C I

90%C I

p(d ela y ≥ 120m in) = 2.95%

1.03

0.41

81.30%

90.33%

2.88%

1.03

0.47

81.37%

90.33%

3.01%

1.03

0.44

81.35%

90.34%

2.91%

1.00

0.44

81.41%

90.27%

2.91%

1.06

0.44

81.28%

90.32%

3.04%

derive a 90% CI and find that 90.34% of the validation data fall into this interval.
We also calculate the probability that a flight will be delayed for more than 120
minutes. Our model gives a probability of 2.91% while actually the probability
is 2.95%. The difference is in either the third or fourth decimal place, thus it is
reasonably small.
We also explore the robustness of λ in Table 4. We slightly change the value of
λs and λt and estimate the mixture distribution. We find the performance of our
model is not significantly impacted, suggesting that the model is very robust.
6.

Conclusions and Future Research

We believe our approach to estimating a fight departure delay distribution has several distinctive features. 1) The model includes three components: seasonal trend,
daily propagation pattern and random residuals. This structure is intuitive, clear
and easy to follow. 2) The model shows reasonable fit to the original data in both
the mixture density distribution fitting and the cross validation test. 3) The model
demonstrates strong robustness in the parameter sensitivity test: slight variations
of the parameter values do not have a significant impact on the performance of the
model. 4) Practical model outputs such as the confidence interval and probability
of large delays address the needs of the practitioners. 5) The Genetic Algorithm
(GA) improves the performance of traditional EM algorithm, thus parameters of a
good fit can be found in a more efficient manner.
Our case study focused on the performance of United Airlines in Denver International Airport. Of course, to apply our approach to the application described
in Section 2, we would need such a model for all major U.S. airlines and airports.
It is not unreasonable that one could carry out a similar analysis for all such airline/airport pairs. On the other hand, an interesting research direction would be to
generate a NAS-wide model that could be applied across all major airline/airport
combinations.
A second major extension of our work would be to create a dynamic version of
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Table 5. Fields and Descriptions
Fields

Data Item

T y pe

FA A CA RR

Carrier Code

Character

FLT N O

Flight N um ber

N um eric

LEA V E

Departure A irport

Character

A RRIV E

A rriv al A irport

Character

Y Y M M DD

Y ear M onth Date

N um eric

DA Y OFW K

Day of W eek Indicator

N um eric

OA G DEP

OA G Departure T im e

Character

LV ET IM E

A ctual Departure T im e

Character

OA G A RR

OA G A rriv al T im e

Character

A RRT IM E

A ctual A rriv al T im e

Character

Com m ents
Range 0001-9999

Form at: H H M M

OA G G 2G

OA G Elapsed T im e - G 2G

N um eric

A SQ P G 2G

A ctual Elapsed T im e - G 2G

N um eric

FLT DEL

A ctual - OA G Elapsed T im e Diff -G 2G

N um eric

N on-N egativ e

T I DEL

T ax i-In Delay M inutes

N um eric

In M inutes

T O DEL

T ax i-Out Delay M inutes

N um eric

In M inutes

T A X I OU T

T ax i-Out M inutes

N um eric

In M inutes

T A X I IN

T ax i-In M inutes

N um eric

A IRBORN E

A irborne M inutes

N um eric

our model. Specifically, a model, which responds to changes in real time parameter
measurements, could be developed by incorporating a variety of dynamic factors.
For example, such a model might adjust departure delay distributions in response
to factors such as weather conditions, estimates of airport surface congestion as well
as others.
While a dynamic model clearly could provide improved results, we feel our current model, if incorporated into ETMS and Monitor Alert, would provide improved
predictions and traffic flow management. With this in mind, we are pursuing tests
of its practical impact.
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Appen dix A
Listed are the data fields w e obtained from DOT and the Bureau of T ransportation Statistics (BT S).
See T able 5.
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